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"Perfect match of in.novative press
manufacturers "
Drent Goebel is acquirinB a majority shareholdinB in RDP Marathon.
Good news for the market. Drent Goebel has decided
to acquire Canada's RDP Marathon. Following previous acquisitions this century, this step will further
strengthen Drent Goebel's position in the us and
Canadian markets.

printing market for long runs. RDP builds the V-series blanket to
steel and the P series blanket to blanket machines for this market.
These heat-set perfectors with their 965 mm web width fit perfectly
into the extensive Drent Goebel portfolio.

RDP Marathon, based in Montreal, Canada, has built up a very
strong reputation in the North American market with soundly built
machines. RDP has a large market share especially in the commercial

'RDP

presses are robust and ha: : - 1

lonB print runs with ease.'

SYNERGY FOR BOTH SIDES

According to Rob J. Teunissen, managing director ofDrent Goebel,
the success ofDrent Goebel's VSOP on the American market makes
this step as logical as it is necessary. "We already had our own service
and sales organisation in Chicago. Looking at the potential of the
VSOP on the American market, we had no choice bur to strengthen
our organisation fundamentally. RDP Marathon is the perfect
parmer for this, having not only a particularly good reputation in
the market, but also outstanding presses with a large installed base
and a fully tooled-up sales and manufacturing organisation."
Eric Short ofRDP is also particularly delighted that two leading
players in the global market will be adding to each other's strengths,
working together from now on. "what we are going to achieve is
synergy between the two companies. I know that it is a much abused
word, but it states exactly the strength of our collaboration. Both
companies have their roots in designing and building durable and
innovative presses. Drent Goebel is strong in Europe and in up-andcoming markets such as Asia. We serve Canada and the United States
with our sales and service. A perfect match."
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TRADITION OF INNOVATION

Since the beginning of the century Drent Goebel has been a
successful combination of two strong players in this market.
Giebeler, the German press manufacturer was also taken over in
2003 ·

RobJ. 'T eunissen ofDrent Goebel

Drent Goebel has traditionally been in with many revolutionary
innovations in the graphics world from the start. Thus with the
Vision Drent introduced the first modular build offiet press in the
world in which all units are driven directly by servo motors. The next
logical step was to develop their knowledge of servo technology on to

a gearless concept, with which Drent Goebel is alone in the world in
being able to offer the graphics market a fully variable offiet
machine. This VSOP ptess is based on sleeve technology, which has
been available in gravure and flexo presses for quite some time and
which brings offiet technology within reach of packaging and label
print markets.
ROBUST AND RELIABLE

RDP Marathon was established in 1989. The company supplies a
range of printing presses that use a combination of common
printing systems: core capabilities include gravure, flexo, waterless
and offiet prinring .
RDP Marathon is known primarily for building robust and reliable
machines.
Eric Shott: "RDP Matathon stands for Reliable, Durable and
Precision. This acquisition gives us access to a large number of top
engineers who can make optimum use of their knowledge to build
durable and innovative printing ptesses for our customers. As for the
futute, this combined knowledge will be producing even bettet
machines.
RDP Matathon still has its own engineeting depattment and will
also be assembling VSOP presses destined for the North American
matket. Sales ro this market are being managed from Montreal by
Eric Shott. Service for both companies is coordinated from the
Chicago facility in order to get to customers in the shortest possible
•
time.
Eric ShoTt ofRDP Marathon
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